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The most perspective membranes for electromem-
brane technologies are selected by studying their main
physicochemical properties. One of the most important
characteristics of ion-exchange membranes is their
electroconductivity (EC), determined from the resis-
tance measurements. The concentration dependences
of EC reflect structural features of the material [1–5]; in
combination with the concentration dependences of
diffusion properties, these provide basic information
for calculating electric transport properties of mem-
branes [3] and kinetic parameters of electromembrane
processes [4]. A conductivity study in dilute electro-
lytes yields coordinates of isoconductivity points,
which are necessary in some cases for testing the mem-
branes and for modeling their properties with allow-
ance made for their structural inhomogeneity [2, 6].
The specific resistance of membranes or their EC is
included in catalogues of membrane manufacturers (as
a rule, at a certain equilibrium solution concentration)
alongside with the moisture contents and exchange
capacities [7–9]. In [5, 10], resistance measurements,
taken for different membranes while varying the equi-
librium solution concentration, were employed for
modeling properties and structure of membranes on the
basis of an equivalent circuit in various concentration
zones.

The diversity of the existing forms, cell designs, and
measuring circuits for the determination of mem-
branes’ EC allows one to choose a procedure account-
ing for the investigation goal. However, at present, EC
measurements for similar membrane type performed at
various laboratories do not always yield comparable
results. For example, a comparison of concentration
dependences of EC for an AMX membrane in NaCl
solutions measured with various methods in [11] and
[12] shows that EC values differ by two times in a
0.1 M NaCl solution. The discrepancy can be due to

different techniques used for the sample preparation or
the determination of the resistance of the membrane
material (measuring electrodes, instruments, ac fre-
quency ranges). At the same time, to test ion-exchange
membranes and model the electric transfer in them, it is
necessary to compare various methods used for mea-
suring the concentration dependences of EC. To stan-
dardize conditions for measuring such dependences,
we did perform a comparative analysis and determined
working ranges of the differential-difference method
(DDM), mercury-contact method (MCM, Russia), and
difference method (DM), using a cell of the forceps
type (France). The choice of these methods was deter-
mined by a Russian–French cooperation program. The
first two techniques had been certified at the Physical
Chemistry Department (PCD) of Cuban State Univer-
sity in the Ionit certifying laboratory.

Schemes of the cells and measuring devices are pre-
sented in Table 1. As the EC measurements are per-
formed at different ac frequencies, Table 1 provides fre-
quency values for each method. In the difference meth-
ods, the real part of the membrane impedance is
practically frequency-independent up to 20 kHz [13].

When determining EC of ion-exchange films by
DM, the resistance of a cell with a membrane placed in
equilibrium solution is determined together with that of
the cell with similar solution and no membrane. The
difference between these two measurements yields the
membrane resistance, and does not include the elec-
trode/solution transient interfaces. There is a large
number of cell designs and circuits for measuring the
membrane resistance by DM [14]. The forceps cell,
used by Rhone-Poulenc for express tests of ion-
exchange films, has been certified by the French Mem-
brane Club as the basis for EC measurements in a stan-
dard 0.5 M NaCl solution. The cell was later improved
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(LMEI), Université Paris XII [15, 16], and is now used
for measuring concentration dependences for mem-
branes of various types in electrolytes [5, 11]. The cell
consists of two symmetrical pieces, contains a mini-
mum of metallic parts, and permits changing the dis-
tance between measuring electrodes. The method
allows one to monitor the establishment of equilibrium
between a membrane and the outer electrolyte without
separating phases and measure the resistance at several
points over a membrane sheet without cutting it.

When using DM, including the forceps cell tech-
nique, the error of the membrane resistance measure-
ment increases upon passing to dilute solutions [14,
17]. To determine coordinates of isoelectric points of
heterogeneous electrodialysis membranes in the con-
centration range of equilibrium electrolytes, a DDM
was developed at PCD (Table 1). For membranes fea-
turing a resistivity of no less than 5–10 ohm cm

 

2

 

, iso-
electric points occur in the concentration range 0.001 to
0.2 M, which determined the choice of the electric mea-

suring circuit and the cell design. The technique allows
one to measure the electroresistivity of the same mem-
brane while bringing it to equilibrium with solutions of
variable concentration without taking the cell apart.
However, the measurement circuit is very complicated;
therefore, this method is not employed for testing
series-produced membranes. This technique employs a
flow-type two-compartment cell with four Pt/Pt elec-
trodes of identical diameter and a bridge compensation
measurement circuit (Table 1). In compartment I, one
electrode is fixed and the other can be moved with a
microscrew; in compartment II, both electrodes are
fixed. Before measuring EC, the cell is balanced for a
0.01 M NaCl solution by selecting a position of the
mobile electrode at which the resistivity of either com-
partment is identical. After the balancing, the sample
under test is placed into compartment II and brought to
equilibrium with the solution. The equilibrium is estab-
lished and the resistivity measured with the technique
described in detail in [18].

 

Table 1.  

 

Main characteristics of methods used for measuring CE of membranes

Characteristics
Measurement methods

difference method differential-difference method mercury-contact method

Cell design

 

1

 

—vessel with equilibrium solution, 

 

2

 

—Pt/Pt electrodes, 

 

3

 

—membrane, 

 

4

 

—insulated conductors, 

 

5

 

—screws 
fixing position of electrodes 2

 

1–4
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 5

 

—microscrew, 
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—
feed roll, 
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—locknut, 
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—inert elastic dia-
phragm, 
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—membrane
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—
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3

 

—membrane

Measuring circuit
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One of the contact methods of determining EC of
ion-exchange membranes involves measuring the real
part of the membrane impedance (

 

R

 

m

 

) between mer-
cury electrodes at high ac frequencies (50–250 kHz).
Using a high frequency for measuring the impedance
allows one to considerably decrease contributions
made by the resistance of mercury/membrane transi-
tion interfaces [19]. At ac frequencies of 1–10 kHz,
which are usually used in DM, the error of the imped-
ance measurement in a mercury-contact cell, which is
caused by these contributions, can reach 100% [19] and
diminish the real EC. In measuring the membrane resis-
tance, the ac frequency was chosen so that the phase
angle, which characterizes the imaginary part of the
mercury/membrane/mercury system impedance was
equal to zero. An essential distinctive feature of this
method as compared to DM, is the possibility of mea-
suring the resistance of both wet and dry samples at any
temperatures, including those below the freezing point
[20]. The method also permits studying EC of ion-
exchange membranes in solutions of any nature and
concentration, and also of membranes with salt depos-
its on the surface, whose formation is possible after a
prolonged employment in an electrodialysis cell. How-
ever, the method employs a toxic metal, mercury.

Thus, the described methods are not free from
intrinsic limitations and call for comparison when mea-
suring the resistance at the same membrane sample.

To compare the methods, the EC measurements
were performed on heterogeneous membrane MK-40
and homogeneous membranes CM1, CMX, and MF-
4SK-101 in 0.001–3 M NaCl solutions. Parameters of
materials are presented in Table 2. Membranes MK-40
and MF-4SK-101 were conditioned according to tech-
nique [21], after which they were kept in an 

 

Na

 

+

 

 form.
Ion-exchange materials CM1 and CMX (Japan) were
conditioned and transported into 0.5 M NaCl; then
these membranes were immediately brought to equilib-
rium with the NaCl solution. The equilibrium establish-
ment procedure is very important for obtaining repro-
ducible results. According to studies, the equilibrium
establishment time depends on the solution concentra-
tion, membrane type and size, and conditions of obtain-
ing equilibrium (stagnant, shaking, solution circula-
tion). The establishment of equilibrium between mem-
branes and solution was thoroughly monitored by

conductimetry. The equilibrium was considered estab-
lished if the solution resistance above the membranes
was the same as the initial one. Depending on the solu-
tion concentration in stagnant conditions, membranes
were balanced within 24 to 70 h. In studies by DDM,
the membrane equilibrium with the outer solution
established within one to two hours, as a result of con-
tinuous circulation of two liters of solution in the cell
with the membrane.

The results of measuring the resistance of MF-4SK-
101 by MCM were irreproducible, due to partial drying
of these films when transferred from solution and fixed
in the cell. A similar considerable influence of dehydra-
tion on conducting properties of sulfated polyaniline
films, studied by MCM, was observed in [22]. To study
the influence of partial drying of homogeneous mem-
branes with MCM, we examined the dependence of the
resistance of homogeneous membranes MF-4SK-101
and Carpion on the time interval between taking the
sample out of equilibrium solution and bringing it in
contact with mercury electrodes (Fig. 1). Usually this
time was 20–25 s. During this time, the resistivity of
MF-4SK-101 and Carpion membranes increased by,

 

Table 2.  

 

Membrane parameters

Membrane  Manufacturer Thickness of membrane swelled in 
water (Na

 

+

 

 form), mm
Surface resistivity in 0.1 M 

NaCl, ohm cm

 

2

 

MK-40 NIIPM NPO Plastmassy, Russia 0.502 8.0

MF-4SK-101 ONPO Plastpolymer, Russia 0.255 4.1

CMX
Tokuyama Soda, Japan

0.184 2.7

CM1 0.150 1.7

Carpion Karpov Research Institute of Physical 
Chemistry

0.070 3.5
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Fig. 1.

 

 Relative change in membrane resistivity vs. drying
time: (

 

1

 

) Carpion, (
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) MF-4SK-101, and (

 

3

 

) CM1.
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respectively, 10–20 and 30–40% (Fig. 1). These differ-
ences are due to different energy states of water in these
films, which affects dehydration times. The resistance
of membranes in the cell in contact with mercury elec-
trodes remained virtually intact for 15–30 min. Thus,
the time interval between taking a sample out of solu-
tion and performing measurements in a cell, which
should be observed for obtaining reproducible results
for rapidly drying membranes by MCM, should not
exceed 6–8 s. A study of similar dependence for CM1
and CMX membranes showed that these were immume
to such a rapid dehydration in air: within 30 s the resis-
tance of the samples increased by no more than 2%.

When studying concentration dependences of EC of
membranes by MCM and DM in a forceps cell, the
resistance of each sample was measured no less than
10–12 times in isothermal conditions at 

 

25°ë

 

. The
root-mean-square deviation 

 

S

 

(

 

x

 

z

 

)

 

 of the average arith-
metic variable was determined with the equation

 

(1)

 

where  and 

 

x

 

zi

 

 are the average and actual values of the
measured variable, respectively; 

 

n

 

 is the total number
of measurements; 

 

ζ

 

 is a correlation factor, introduced
because of nonlinearity of deriving the square root,
which depends on 

 

n

 

 [23]. Relative values of the residual
systematic error of measuring devices (

 

Θ

 

), root-mean-
square deviation (

 

s

 

r

 

), and confidence limits of deter-
mining the membranes’ EC (

 

κ

 

m

 

) were estimated in
accordance with the recommended treatment of results
of indirect measurements [23, 24]. The working surface
area of membranes (B) was assumed to be equal to the
surface area of measuring electrodes, which is a con-
stant for a given cell type. The resultant equations for 

 

Θ

S xz( ) ζS xz( )

xzi xz–( )2
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∑
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-------------------------------,=

xz

 

and 

 

s
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 are given in Table 3. Absolute values of the mea-
surement error for variables 

 

∆

 

(

 

x

 

z

 

)

 

 were determined by
the instrument accuracy ratings. The relative error (in %)
of the resistance measurement by an MSR-60M resis-
tance box was determined in accordance with the
instrument rating:

 

(2)

 

where 

 

m

 

 is the number of the box decades and 

 

R

 

x

 

 is the
value of the make-position resistance, in ohms. In the
forceps cell, resistances were measured with an E7-13
ac bridge, at 1 kHz. The relative error of the measuring
device (in %) was determined according to the device
rating with the equation

 

(3)

 

where 

 

ω is 0.5 or 0.4%, depending on the nominal scale
value; Rk is the value of the nominal resistance limit;
and Rx is the measured value. The value of the relative
measurement error of the membrane resistances in a
mercury-contact cell was determined as the ratio
between half the scale division of a VM-507 impedance
meter and the measured resistance. The maximum rel-
ative error of resistance determination was 5%.

The thickness of the samples was measured by a
micrometer of the MK type with an accuracy rating of
two.

A statistic treatment of experimental data showed
that the resulting error of determining the membranes’
EC by MCM never exceeded five to six percent in the
entire concentration range of equilibrium solutions. For
a detailed analysis of the resistance measurement error
by DM, the estimated relative values of standard devia-
tion and residual systematic error are presented in Table 4
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Table 3.  Equations for EC, sr, and Θ
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for measurements of Rm in the forceps cell for all the
concentrations of the equilibrium NaCl solution. As
seen, for thin homogeneous membranes, even in 0.1–
0.25 M solutions, the error exceeds 20%, and in centi-
molar solutions, the measurements make no sense at
all. Hence, we doubt that the concentration depen-
dences, measured by authors of [11] for some Japanese
anion-exchange membranes in 0.001–0.1 M NaF and
NaNO3 solutions in a forceps cell, can be applied for
estimating structural parameters within a microhetero-
geneous model. Parameters of MA-40 measured in [11]
are at variance with the data of [25, 26] obtained by
DDM and MCM. The resistance values with an error of
no more than 5%, measured in a forceps cell with an
E7-13 bridge, were obtained for MK-40 at 0.05 ≤
cNaCl ≤ 3 M, and for CM1, CMX, and MF-4SK-101, at
0.5 ≤ cNaCl ≤ 3 M. A relationship for estimating the
accuracy of a sample resistance measurement follows
from the equation

(4)

for the residual systematic error of Rm measurement;
and, at ∆(Rs + m) ≈ ∆(Rs),

(5)

For the error of the membrane resistance measurement
not to exceed 5%, i.e. θ(Rm) ≤ 0.05, it follows from (5)
that

(6)

Relationship (6) is true for the above concentration
ranges of NaCl solutions both for MK-40 and for
homogeneous membranes. With an increase in the
solution resistance, the absolute error of its measure-
ment ∆(Rs), determined by the instrument rating, also

θ Rm( )
∆2 Rs m+( ) ∆2 Rs( )+

Rm
--------------------------------------------------,=

θ Rm( )
1.41∆ Rs( )

Rm
-------------------------.=

Rm 28∆ Rs( ).≥

increases, and ratio (5) decreases. As follows from (5),
the concentration range can be extended by using an
instrument of a higher accuracy rating and also when
measuring membranes with a higher resistance.

Figure 2 illustrates results of studying the concen-
tration dependences of EC by three methods and indi-
cates NaCl concentration ranges (shaded areas), where
the resulting EC determination error by DDM and
MCM does not exceed 5%. As seen in Figs. 2a–2d, the
resulting error intrinsic to MCM depends neither on the
membrane type nor on the equilibrium solution concen-
tration. The values of EC, determined by DM in a for-
ceps cell coincide, within the confidence limits, with
those measured by MCM. Figures 2c and 2d present
results of measuring EC for MK-40 [16] and CM1 [5]
by DM in a forceps cell performed at LMEI, which
within 4 to 5% coincide with EC values obtained here.
The values obtained by DDM for MK-40 at 0.001 ≤
cNaCl ≤ 0.2 M coincide with those obtained by MCM in
the entire range, and at 0.05 ≤ cNaCl ≤ 0.2 M are compa-
rable with the values of κm obtained by DM in a forceps
cell. We failed to obtain reproducible values of CE for
CM1, CMX, and MF-4SK-101, as the resistance of
these membranes is lower than that of MK-40.

Thus, we compared concentration dependences of
EC of ion-exchange membranes measured by three
methods in 0.001–3 M NaCl solutions. It follows that
the measurements of the resistances by DM are limited
by a number of factors, such as the balance between
resistances of the sample and solution at equilibrium
with it, and by the accuracy rating of the measurement
device. The accuracy of EC determined by MCM is
independent of the equilibrium solution concentration
and the membrane type; however, when measuring thin
homogeneous films, it is necessary to prevent the mem-
brane from drying in the process of moving the sample
from solution into the cell. An analysis of errors
allowed us to find concentration ranges for each

Table 4.  Membrane resistivities measured by DM in forceps cell

Solution
Membrane

CM1 CMX MF-4SK-101 MK-40

cNaCl, M Rs, ohm Rm, ohm sr(Rm) θ(Rm) Rm, ohm sr(Rm) θ(Rm) Rm, ohm sr(Rm) θ(Rm) Rm, ohm sr(Rm) θ(Rm)

0.01 147.46 2.04 0.151 1.578 2.79 0.106 1.175 4.11 0.073 0.791 12.8 0.072 0.283

0.02 – – – – – – – – – – 12.32 0.013 0.266

0.05 47.82 1.63 0.026 0.259 2.79 0.016 0.151 4.24 0.010 0.100 9.47 0.011 0.051

0.10 27.96 1.65 0.044 0.221 2.74 0.032 0.134 4.48 0.014 0.082 7.98 0.007 0.049

0.25 12.42 1.28 0.029 0.251 2.35 0.013 0.137 4.07 0.010 0.080 7.01 0.005 0.047

0.50 6.93 1.21 0.004 0.050 2.21 0.003 0.028 3.71 0.001 0.036 6.53 0.004 0.035

0.75 6.55 1.28 0.002 0.046 2.40 0.003 0.026 3.63 0.001 0.062 5.94 0.006 0.038

1.00 5.19 1.24 0.003 0.039 2.35 0.004 0.024 3.56 0.003 0.017 4.97 0.003 0.012

2.00 2.80 1.21 0.003 0.035 2.15 0.001 0.021 3.33 0.003 0.014 4.04 0.009 0.012

3.00 2.18 1.21 0.003 0.033 2.04 0.003 0.021 3.19 0.002 0.014 3.55 0.013 0.013
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method, where the error of the measured resistance
does not exceed 5%.
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